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Into Wondrous Realms with Two
Triads: Markedness, Voice Leading,
and Functional Multivalence as
Correlates of Fantasy Induction in
the “Fantasy Fifth” Progression
by Morgan Patrick*

Abstract. In certain Hollywood films of the past half century, a i–IV progression
class accompanies protagonists and filmgoers alike as they cross the threshold into
wondrous realms. I trace this scoring practice to a homology between narrative pas-
sage into fantasy and structural aspects of the progression, inwhich encounters with
otherworldly elements can be read into its tonal markedness, voice leading prop-
erties, and functional indeterminacy. A series of examples demonstrates how com-
posers leverage the second triad’s relationship to its preceding tonic to embody out-
wardexpansion, intermix familiar and foreignelements,andchargea functional ten-
sionbetweenarrival anddeparture,all qualities that are central to the ethos of fantasy
encounters. Together, these features enable a distinction between the i–IV progres-
sion’s fantasy use and the use of similar progression classes or normative major sub-
dominant contexts, thereby inviting its categorization as a distinct progression class
I call the “Fantasy Fifth.”

Keywords and phrases: Film music; homology; conceptual metaphor; tonal func-
tion; triadic progression.

Introduction

Much has beenwritten on the expressive use of tri-
adic chromaticism to convey elements of the other-

worldly. Ranging from the uncanny (Cohn 2012), to the
benevolently mysterious (Bribitzer-Stull 2015), the won-
drous (Lehman 2018), and the heroic and sinister (Heine

* I thankRichardAshley forhis thoughtful insights onearlierdrafts
of this vignette.

2018), dramatic narrative associations latch themselves
with seeming ease onto the tonally marked motions of
unexpected triadic progressions. Scott Murphy’s (2014a)
lexicon of tonal-triadic progression classes (“TTPCs”) of-
fers a framework for inventorying associations between
harmonic progressions and narrative use. In this study,
I explore one such association in which the progres-
sion of a minor tonic to its major subdominant homol-
ogizes to a conduit between the worldly and the fantas-
tic.
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Figure 1. Harmony and Voice Leading of the “Fantasy Fifth”
Progression, or “m5M◦” TTPC.

Figure 1 depicts the idealized voice leading of what I
will call the “FantasyFifth”progression.1 Inaddition to fore-
grounding its recurrent thematic use in fantasy films, the
name is intended to reflect a kinship to Frank Lehman’s
more inclusive (and neo-Riemannian-inspired) Far Fifth
involution (“F”), which is defined as a move between any
two fifth-related triads of opposite modes where the com-
mon tone is the fifth of the major triad and the root of the
minor triad (Lehman 2018, 90). Lehman partitions the F
into two sub-classes that distinguish between orderings of
the F-related triads: major-to-minor (“F(M)”) and minor-
to-major (“F(m)”) variants. Both classes are tonally agnos-
tic progressions, thereby advantageous for a range of cin-
ematic contexts in which tonicity may be either inaudible
or irrelevant. By contrast, the Fantasy Fifth’s expressive use
rather hinges on a palpable tonal departure from a tonicmi-
nor triad—that is, it enforces tonicity in addition to the
chord order. Thus, Fantasy Fifths are a subset of the F(m)
class.

Since it is a tonic-specifying subset of F(m), the Fan-
tasy Fifth can be more compactly represented using Mur-
phy’s analytic innovations to the TTPC system, which en-
able analysts to flexibly specify which structural features—
e.g., chord order, tonicity, transpositional invariance—
are relevant for membership (Murphy 2020, 40–44; forth-
coming). By this system, the Fantasy Fifth can be labeled
“m5M◦:” a minor triad (“m”) progresses to a major triad
(“M”) whose roots are five (“5”) semitones apart, and the
progression class is neither order-neutral nor key-neutral
(“◦”)—that is, it enforces the minor-to-major ordering as
well as the first triad’s tonicity.2 While this label may ini-

1While the examples surveyed in this vignette have variable surface
realizations, the relevant properties discussed in connection to this
voicing nevertheless generalize to those examples.
2 Murphy (forthcoming) further disaggregates all the transposi-
tionally relatedm5M◦ ’s of a given keywith a subscript following the
first triad to indicate its distance from the root. Thus, the Fantasy
Fifth’s full label would be m05M◦ to index that the first triad is the
tonic. For notational ease, this 0 can be omitted.

tially seem cumbersome compared to “i–IV,” it has the dis-
tinct advantage of circumventing an overdetermined inter-
pretation of the role of IV: we will see that the IV triad is
a rather chameleon-like anti-tonic, sometimes admitting
of multiple functional interpretations in productive ten-
sion with one another. Even for TTPCs amenable to Ro-
man numerals, Murphian labeling can highlight other for-
mal properties that are arguably quite accessible to layfilm-
goers, such as coarser tonic-antitonic polarity and triad or-
der. Nevertheless, in the analyses that follow I will retain
Roman numerals to foreground the progression’s relation-
ship to a larger tonal context.

1. Stylistic Precedent and the Basis for
Homology
Interestingly, Lehman and Murphy have already ob-

served that progression class supersets of the Fantasy
Fifth suggest themes related to the fantasy genre. Lehman
notes that the F transformation seems to connote “adven-
ture” and “vast astonishment, particularly of oceanic ori-
gin” (2018, 61). Likewise, Murphy finds that a minor or ma-
jor tonic progressing to its F-related triad associates with
“wonderment, optimism, success, or transcendence” (2014,
48). Since these insights cut across triad orders and tonal
orientations, they would seem to implicate the absolute re-
lationship between the triads, rather than order or tonicity
per se, in enabling these thematic these associations. Cast-
ing a topic-theoretic lens on this foundation, Dan Obluda
seeks to distinguish narrative use based on triad order. He
observes that F(m) readily aligns with extra-harmonic ele-
ments like orchestration and visuals to suggest topical as-
sociations like “the heroic,”while F(M) evokes “wonder” and
both orders map to “transcendence” and “nature” (Obluda
2021, 223, 273, 290, 302).My reading of Obluda’s invocation
of topic is that it productively challenges the notion that
musical style elements must be taken out of their proper
context for topical signification (Mirka 2014: 2, 20–23); in-
deed, the F transformation is quite at home in Lehman’s
“Hollywood sound” (2018, 49), a fact that makes predicat-
ing association on historical precedent a worthy pursuit.
For the present study, we can ask: are there any occur-
rences of the Fantasy Fifth in the repertoires of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to suggest an as-
sociation with programmatic elements of the fantastic?

One possible precursor is found in Camille Saint-
Saëns’ Le Carnaval des Animaux. Evoking a mystical under-
waterworld, the “Aquarium”movement beginswith a slow-
paced sentence (Figure 2) whose presentation consists of
a diatonically unremarkable i → iv64 progression followed
by the modally mixed i → IV64. The parallel structure en-
sures that the IV is understood as a transformation of the
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Figure 2. Reduction of Saint-Saëns’ Le Carnaval Des Animax, VIII. “Aquarium,” mm.1–8.

preceding subdominant minor triad, coming as a veridi-
cal shock against the otherwise repeated basic idea. But
this moment violates schematic, as well as veridical, expec-
tations.3 Like many of the film instances reported below,
this example resists a straightforwardly Dorian interpre-
tation, according to which the IV would have been en-
tirely unmarked.Rather, a larger tonal context normatively
containing lowered sixth scale degrees—in this case, func-
tional minor—ensures that IV is foregrounded. Moreover,
because the IV’s quality matches that of a dominant triad,
and because it “progresses” both from theminor subdomi-
nant of the previous idea and the interspersed augmented
sixths, it admits of a distinctly “after-the-subdominant”-
like quality despite its larger-scale tonic-prolongational
function, a distinction inspired by Drew Nobile’s disso-
ciation between progressive and syntactic definitions of
tonal function (2016, 153).45 Saint-Saêns then brings back
the i → IV in the continuation by modifying an ongoing
D2 sequence, this time with IV serving as an unproblem-
atic pre-dominant.6 Thus, the passage points up the IV
triad’s amenability to multiple functional interpretations,
a feature well-suited to evocations of things elusive or un-
known, and one we will observe in the film examples be-
low.

3 Here I follow Jamshed Bharucha (1994), and later David Huron’s
(2006, 224–225), distinction between veridical and schematic ex-
pectations, in which the former is informed by previous hearing
and the latter by semantic knowledge of style.
4 I thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing me toward Nobile’s
relevant distinctions between categorical, progressive, and syntac-
tic definitions of tonal function, which are taken up later in this
vignette.
5 Despite that sentence presentations do not cadence, the slow
tempo of this excerpt seems to collude with these features to rein-
force the “dominant arrival” quality of this moment by positioning
the IV at the edge of the so-called “psychological present” (London
2012, 30), at which point a syntactic resting point such as a half ca-
dence would be expected.
6 The tonic triads of measure seven would have needed to be sub-
mediants to carry the sequence to the half cadence.

Aside from this singular programmatic use, I have
found fewother consistent pairings of theprogressionwith
programmatic elements of fantasy within the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth century repertoires (and would
welcome readers’ suggestions as to others).7 The seven
cinematic instances featured in this vignette (Appendix)
point to the progression’s fantasy-themed use by Holly-
wood composers. Following Murphy’s logic that, absent a
robust stylistic precedent, structural relationships between
the triads of the i–IV may underlie the association (2014b,
306–310), I explore several distinct sources of evidence for
homology between the structure of the Fantasy Fifth and
encounters with fantasy elements in narrative. In doing so,
I follow Richard Cohn (2004, 286) and subsequently Mur-
phy, who define homology as an iconic resemblance be-
tween progression and extra-musical associations.

2. Embodying Upward Expansion:
A Conceptual Mixture
Whereas a traditionally topic-theoretic approach

seeks meaning in an iconic resemblance to a preexisting
genre (Mirka 2014, 29), by contrast conceptual metaphor
sources meaning directly to embodied knowledge of
the world. According to this approach, image schemas
act as generalized knowledge structures unifying and
guiding our subsequent conceptualization of experience
(Johnson 1987, xiv). Both embodied and preconceptual,
image schemas appeal to the perceptual immediacy of
filmmusic and,more importantly, its coexistence with the
multimodality of narrative and visuals (Chattah 2006, 28).
Therefore, I turn to several image schemas whose mixture

7 Similarly, while Obluda identifies two concert works containing
F that suggest connections to nature—F(m) in Debussy’s La Mer,
and a repeated V-ii progression (i.e., F(M)) in Sibelius’s purport-
edly nature-invoking Symphony No. 1, first movement, explicit al-
lusions to fantasy elements and F(m) are likewise absent from his
historical inventory.
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acts as an interface between the progression’s structure
andmotion into fantasy.

In Figure 1’s idealized voice leading, the fusion of two
voices ascending by whole step is particularly prominent
against an oblique common tone, a configuration that di-
verges from the normatively unequal ascending steps of a
tonic passing to its subdominant.8This upward voice lead-
ing can invoke the verticality image schema, in which pitch
relationships are relationships in vertical space (Zbikowski
2002, 70), and is especially striking when the Fantasy
Fifth accompanies visual ascents onscreen.9 Conceptual
metaphor theory associates “up” with power, irrational-
ity, and positive emotion (Cian 2017), three features that
are central to conceptions of fantasy. The link to posi-
tive emotion is particularly relevant because the sharp-
ward and minor-to-major traversals which map to as-
cent are likewise associated with brightness (Brower 2008,
26) and positive valence (Cook 2001). Moreover, as this
progression moves from its tonal center, the verticality
schema joins with the source-path-goal schema to suggest
a departure from some metaphorical home (Brower 2000,
350). Of course, these invocations of ascent and depar-
ture hardly distinguish the Fantasy Fifth from other tonic-
predominant progressions, but they do distinguish it from
related F classes, such as the tonic-tending F(m) (v–I) and
all the F(M) progressions, which descend against the com-
mon tone.

Thus, the progression is poised to evoke a positively-
tinged departure, but why toward fantasy? Just as the oth-
erworldly extends beyond the bounds of the normal, the
raised sixth scale degree’s distance from tonic extends be-
yond that of its diatonic counterpart.10 Following Brower
(2000, 345–346), we can invoke the combination of the
center-periphery and container image schemas to repre-
sent tonic as the center of a metaphorical container from
which other harmonies move outward. Introducing chro-
matic pitches enlarges the size of the container, thereby in-
voking a sense of expansion (Clark 2018, 112). Critically, un-
like other TTPCs evoking otherness, this one’s second triad
retains elements of the diatonic collection to ensure IV is

8 I am not yet asserting the tonal markedness of the raised sixth
degree, though I believe it certainly draws further attention to the
upward gestalt; tonal markedness becomes relevant when we con-
sider the center-periphery and container schemas below.
9 Two such instances come from the opening of Night at the Mu-
seum (0:00:42) and The Dragon Prince (Episode 1, 00:52), in which
an upward-panning camera and a dragon ascending from earth to
space, respectively, draw attention to the shared ascent.
10 Here, Lehman’s term “Far” finds a nice metaphorical resonance
with uses of the Fantasy Fifth to evoke large distances. Moreover,
Clark’s notion that TTPC-is-expanding-container may provide a
conceptual explanation for Obluda’s recognition that F(m) is well-
positioned to evoke transcendence.

not entirely foreign, a point takenup in the next section.11 In
short, this image schemacombinationparallels the sense in
which fantasy departs from and transcends ordinary lim-
its.

Alan Silvestri’s title sequence for Night at the Museum
provides a compelling demonstration of how surface re-
alization can reinforce these properties of ascent, depar-
ture, and expansion. A series of preluding Fantasy Fifths
gives way to the title image of an expanding ball of light
emanating from within the museum, seemingly foreshad-
owing the museum exhibits’ breaking out of their con-
tainers and coming to life. This image fittingly aligns with
the presentation of the theme (Figure 3 and Appendix–1),
whose expanding melodic intervals (mm.3–4), juxtaposi-
tion of raised and lowered 6̂ (mm.4 & 6), and ascending
melodic line (mm.3–4, 7–8) reinforce the upward and ex-
pansional qualities discussed above.The continuation then
presents another i–IV, whose melody ascends further up
the IV triad to the raised sixth. Combined with upward-
oriented camera angles of the accompanying shots, this
scene beckons us to look up—and beyond the limits of the
ordinary.

Though IV in functional minor is a rarer subdomi-
nant than iv, this does not mean that raised 6̂ is generi-
cally unusual in fantasy filmmusic. In one ofmanyDorian-
inflectedfilms inwhich IV is not schematically unexpected,
John Powell exploits a change of mode to render this chord
salient. In How to Train Your Dragon, the repeated Fantasy
Fifth cells that shuttle the viewer from main titles into
the dragon-filled world of Berk come on the heels of a
major-mode brass chorale containing subdominant har-
mony (Appendix–2). The abrupt switch to the parallel mi-
nor at the Fantasy Fifths (0:00:25) means that the IV triad’s
circle-of-fifths and voice-leading distances are now larger
than they were to the preceding major tonic. In this case,
it is the tonic’s change of mode, rather than the subdomi-
nant’s, that renders the Fantasy Fifth a comparativelywider
traversal.

Importantly, this usage reflects a broader point that
the Dorian mode is itself marked against those modal or
tonal idiomswith a lowered sixth. By calling forth a Dorian
idiom, IV becomes the triad that clarifies the position of
6̂.12 In five of the other seven film examples surveyed, both
versions of 6̂ freely intermix. Such Dorian-esque blend-
ing only serves to accentuate the comparatively further dis-
tance of the raised sixth, regardless of whether one views

11 For instance, both of Cohn (2004)’s hexatonic pole and Murphy
(2006)’s major tritone progression evoke otherness with 3 novel
scale degrees.
12 IV similarly calls forth a Dorian idiom in Inkheart ’s prologue
(0:00:56). It is also metrically and agogically accented, a recurrent
feature elaborated below.
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Figure 3. Title cue fromNight at theMuseum (0:01:05). Departure from tonic, an increase inmelodic interval size from third to fourth
across the mm.3–4 bar line, the higher ascent of measure 8 compared to 4, and the juxtaposition of raised and lowered 6̂ reinforce a

conceptual mixture of departure, ascent, and expansion at the IV.

this intermixing as a generic default or modal mixture
within either the functionalminororDorianmode.Though
not always unexpected, the IV triad is thus contextually
marked.13

In combining image schemas to create a conceptual
space in which this progression’s homology to fantasy may
be distinguished from other F variants, I follow recent de-
velopments in cognitive linguistics proposing that such
combinations generate emergent concepts that are more
specific than those invoked by any one schema.14 How-
ever, this mixture by itself does not allow the Fantasy Fifth
to lay sole claim to embodied evocations of outward ex-
pansion.Other chromatically inflectedminor-to-major as-
cending departures from tonic, such as i–[II (m1M◦) or a
tonic-departing hexatonic pole (m4M◦), would be equally
suited to the present metaphorical correspondences with
fantasy induction. In his adaptation of Richard Cohn’s ap-
proach, Murphy cautions that the strength of a homology
rests on its unique fit to a specific progression. We would
thus be right to ask: is there an additional distinguish-
ing feature at work here beyond this image schema mix-
ture?

13 Evenwithin a Dorian context, the i–IV progression is something
of a minor-to-major one-of-a-kind: it is the only naturally occur-
ring minor-to-major progression by fifth, while all other root dis-
tances have multiple naturally-occurring progressions.
14 Hedblom et al. (2019) provide a thorough account of these devel-
opments.

3. The Conduit Metaphor: Narrative
Alignment and Scale Degree
Hermeneutics
To address this question, let us first consider the Fan-

tasy Fifth’s narrative placement more rigorously. Matthew
Bribitzer-Stull (2015, 102) observes that temporal coinci-
dence of musical and narrative elements provides a neces-
sary condition for associative signification. Inmy previous
examples, the progression accompanies an entrance into
the films’ fantasy diegesis. Even more strategically, Javier
Navarrette’s music to Inkheart positions each triad to rein-
force a move from a quotidian world (the titles) to one of
fantasy (where characters can read other characters out of
books). In Inkheart’s prologue, a Fantasy Fifth-laden pas-
sage is initiated at the fantasy-beckoning dialogue “Once
upon a time” (0:00:56). As inNight at theMuseum, these pre-
luding cells build to a climactic token of the progression
aligning i to the appearance of the “Inkheart” title and IV
to the title’s subsequent dissolution (Appendix–3).Netflix’s
The Dragon Prince provides another example of targeted IV
alignment.15 In this example (Appendix–4), the IV triad is
synchronized to the narrator’s pronouncement of “Xadia,”
the series’ magical land (0:29). Swiftly overwritten by VI’s
lowered 6̂, the IV’s raised 6̂ radiates Xadia’s alterity.16

15 I thank Scott Murphy for bringing this example to my attention.
16 By my reading, Wiedmann’s use of the IV triad comes to repre-
sent Xadia’s unseen “primal energy,” a use that finds an interesting
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A final, exceptionally robust example lies in Harry
Gregson-Williams’ score to The Chronicles of Narnia: The
Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe. Its use of the progres-
sion is illustrative on several levels. Foremost is the nar-
rative location of its first appearance: Lucy’s discovery
of the magical wardrobe and first passage into Narnia
(Appendix–5). In this scene, Gregson-Williams precedes
the standard i–IV relationship with an interpolating ver-
sion, i–VI–IV (0:11:58).Murphy (forthcoming) observes that
the VI–IV progression (M89M◦)—here nested within the
Fantasy Fifth—has come to underlie heroism in recent
screen music. One might read the interpolation to fore-
shadow the protagonists’ heroic adventures awaiting them
across the threshold.

This bit of a semiotic combinatoriality aside, the in-
terpolated VI’s effect is twofold. First, by preceding the IV
with a diatonic triad, the introduction of chromaticism at
IV is rendered more unexpected and its otherness fore-
grounded. Secondly, the VI creates an intervening step
(from 5̂ to raised 6̂ along the Fantasy Fifth trajectory),much
as the wardrobe is an intervening conduit between worlds.
Ascent and expansion become all-the-more pronounced by
the intervening 6̂. Following Brower’s conception of inter-
vening harmonies as waypoints along ametaphorical path,
Clark observes that the path image schema provides an en-
abling similarity between tonal andnarrativemotion (2018,
110). Here we may find an analogy between narrative and
tonal paths: Lucy’s passage through the wardrobe to Nar-
nia, and the progression’s passage to IV through VI (Fig-
ure 4). In both cases, a seemingly commonplace object me-
diates the traversal from “home” to “other.”

This interpolation also proposes an answer to the lin-
gering question of the preceding section, one that bears
witness to the Fantasy Fifth’s unique voice leading proper-
ties. As Lucy crosses the threshold into Narnia, the com-
mon tone’s retention underscores a functional recontextu-
alization mirroring that of a protagonist transported. All
three triads retain 1̂, recontextualized chord by chord. Fol-
lowingDaniel Harrison’s approach to scale degree function
(1994, 101–102), it is first the base, then agent, and finally
the associate of successive chords). Like the common tone,
the protagonist becomes transformed while remaining the
same individual across this divide. Neither the m1M◦ nor
m4M◦—nor any other TTPC invoking the image schemas
discussed above—contains this property of common tone
recontextualization.17

Ahallmark of fantasy realms such asNarnia is their in-
termixing of worldly and magical elements. If the IV triad

parallel to John Williams’ feature of the progression in “The Force”
theme from the StarWars series, to be discussed below.
17 Here, of course, I am referring to parsimonious voice leading
contexts, for which all the present examples qualify.

Figure 4. Interpolating VI between the poles of the Fantasy Fifth
reinforces the journeymetaphor on which its alignment to Lucy’s
passage rests. By analogizing to the wardrobe, VI’s inclusion
makes clear the metaphorical correspondence between the two
Fantasy Fifth triads and London andNarnia, respectively.

represents a destination into fantasy, and if the common
tone stands for a protagonist, then one might read this in-
termixture into the other two scale degrees of the Narnia
triad. The raised sixth, overcoming through chromatic al-
teration its natural tendency to descend, gains an inertial
charge representing an ordinary world imbuedwithmagic
and undiscovered potential. Just as otherworldly elements
become highlighted by the normal elements from which
they issue, the raised 6̂ is, in Harrison’s sense, a projection
of the diatonically normative 4̂, a chromatic alteration teth-
ered to a diatonic root.These scale degrees, like the worlds
they accompany, blend the expected and unexpected, the
diatonic and chromatic, and the individual who navigates
between them.

4. Functional Multivalence: Arrival at
the Unexplored
The reader will note that I have not yet clarified the

tonal function of the IV triad. As Lehman observes, a note-
worthy featureof theneo-RiemannianF is that its triadsare
often functionally underdetermined (2018, 134–135). With
the prevailingminor tonicity on display in the above exam-
ples, I would submit that this latent potential for tonal am-
bivalence has nowhere to go but the second triad. Let us re-
turn to theNight at theMuseum title cue (Figure 3).Thedom-
inant arrival (notated m. 2), subtonic half-cadential syn-
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Figure 5. An alignment between the Fantasy Fifth and its analogous root relationship along the diatonic circle of fifths.

tax (mm. 9–10), and primacy of the G-minor triad (here
and since the film’s opening) leave little doubt that this pas-
sage is definitively in the minor mode. But there are ways
in which the subdominant triad could feel rather tonic-like.
It is approached by an ascending melodic fourth, which is
a strong cue for dominant-to-tonic motion (see Vos 1999,
4).The precedingmeasure behaves like a rhythmic anacru-
sis, highlighting the IV’s metric and agogic stress as a mo-
ment of arrival. It is also at the IV chord that ourmetric re-
orientation to triple meter is actualized, charging this mo-
ment with another sense of beginning. Finally, let us re-
turn toNobile’s conception of function-as-progression, in-
troduced above in the discussion of the Saint-Saëns. Tonic
tends to progress to subdominant function, and the re-
peated basic idea places a potent subdominant sonority—
a Neapolitan—where the IV triad had been. To the extent
that this passage foregrounds a progression from IV to [II,
the move to the latter could be heard to charge the for-
mer with a before-the-subdominant functional quality—
that is, a sense of relational tonic-ness. Again, by broader
context the IV is unambiguously amodallymixed subdom-
inant triad. By Nobile’s conception of tonal function as
chord category, it is a “categorically” subdominant triad.
But by inviting simultaneous, if less convincing, senses of
tonicbeginning, the triad could invitewhatMichael Spitzer
has characterized as a “bifocal flicker” between interpre-
tive states (Spitzer 2006, 100–101).18 This flicker, in turn,

18 Spitzer’s conception of tonal bifocality is intimately bound up
with theHegelian dialectic andAdorno’s notion of “Schein,” both of
which involve reckoning with the coexistence of seemingly incom-
patible states. Schein’s flicker has the arresting quality that charac-
terizes arrival into fantasy. This multiplicity also traces important
roots to David Lewin’s application of Husserlian phenomenology,
inwhichmultiple (andmutually exclusive) perceptions can coexist.

resembles a familiar simultaneity central to fantastic be-
ginnings: the coincidence of having left the familiar (sub-
dominant) and having arrived (tonic) at the new and unex-
plored.

Extrapolating from this example, many of the other
cases surveyed above present the IV triad as a melodi-
cally lengthened event, charging it with varying degrees of
agogic arrival and concomitant dissipation of rhythmic en-
ergy. Likewise, in all except one, IV comes at an unambigu-
ous grouping boundary. Yet there is a case to bemade that,
accustomed to the normatively pre-cadential nature of a
minor-to-major progression by fifth, themajor triad of any
F(m) progression in some sense “intends,” in the sense of
Steven Rings’ notion of tonal intention (2011, 105–106), an-
other fifth related triad above it. Figure 5 illustrates this la-
tent “almost-there” status of themajor triad when heard in
a diatonic circle-of-fifths context.When such further con-
tinuation does notmaterialize after the veridically encoun-
tered IV triad, one can entertain a flicker betweenmobility
and stasis again reminiscent of having simultaneously de-
parted and arrived.

Unlike the subdominant-tonic flicker in the Night at
the Museum cue, the above analogy alternatively suggests a
flicker between IV’s categorical status as subdominant and
its circle-of-fifths tendency to behave like a locally dom-
inant triad. A final instance of multivalence evidences a
similar tension between subdominant and dominant func-
tion, this time between progressive and syntactic views.
John Williams’ “Force” theme is presented in full phrase-
structural syntax at the infamous “binary sunset” cue in
StarWars—Episode IV: A NewHope (Appendix–6). Much has
been written on this theme’s gradual unfolding and the at-
tendant mythic qualities of its signification (see, for in-
stance, Buhler 2000). In this cue, the protagonist Luke,
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Figure 6. Local tonal interpretations of the three F(m) progressions in Katsumoto’s death scene fromThe Last Samurai (scene linked in
appendix). Only the middle version qualifies as a Fantasy Fifth variant, and it is the moment aligned to Katsumoto’s enlightenment.

having just been told he must remain on his home planet
Tatooine for another year, gazes out at the sky and its radi-
ant double suns setting in the distance.The IV triad mate-
rializes as we—and Luke—have the suns in full view, a sud-
den and expansive display of what is unmistakably a sym-
bol for the Star Wars Universe’s otherness. As the image
shifts to the confined protagonist’s longing to transcend
his narrative circumstances, diatonic reassimilation of the
modally mixed IV palpably reflects that his dream is out of
reach.

The periodic syntax of this phrase makes the IV triad
unmistakably half-cadential, charging it with the posi-
tionality of a “syntactic dominant.” This notion of IV-as-
dominant is not without controversy but well-established
in other tonal idioms (Nobile 2016, 155). What is perhaps
less than usual here is that such major IV half-cadential
function would follow a prolonged minor tonic triad.19,20

In this particular sequence there is no preceding tonal de-
parture from tonic to render this half cadence truly half-
cadential; rather, the saturating three measures of tonic
prolongation defer tonal departure to the half cadence, af-
ter which an anacrusis to the continuation completes the
i–IV–V–i circuit. Thus, the IV chord occupies the progres-
sive tonal function of a subdominantwhile rhetorically and

19 Plagal half cadences by contrast usually involve tonic and sub-
dominant triads of the samemode.
20 There is a case to be made that in contemporary idioms such
as popular and rock music, any IV triad immediately following a
minor tonic, regardless of its syntactic function, is something of
a statistical exception rather than rule. For instance, endorsing a
progressive view of tonal function and using the McGill-Billboard
Corpus, ChrisWhite and Ian Quinn demonstrate that, statistically
speaking, minor tonics in popular music tend to progress to tri-
ads of an opposing function they label “W” rather than to chords
within the tonic triad’s functional category (“X”), ofwhich IV is also
a member.This is not to suggest such progressions never happen.
On the contrary, see their Example 15 on pp. 326 for one of many
counterexamples involving the so-called “Dorian shuttle.” A cur-
sory reviewof other non-classical corpora, such as Trevor deClercq
andDavid Temperley’s (2011) Rolling Stone corpus, shows that i–IV
is rare in their rock sample as well, comprising less than seven per-
cent of bigrams leading from aminor tonic.

syntactically behaving like a dominant arrival. This is po-
sitional multivalence at fantasy’s finest: departure and ar-
rival comingle at this moment just as Luke’s longing for
more, and realization of his confinement, are in tension
withoneanother.Thus,rather thanbeing“about” theother-
ness of the binary suns, the IV triad accompanies a worldly
and deeply human sense of fantasy.

Conclusion: Fantasy in the Normal
World

In all the films above, the Fantasy Fifth is a recur-
rent motive with an unambiguous tonic extending beyond
the progression’s local context. But to restrict analysis to
these cases would be to dismiss the comparatively large
swath of Classical Hollywood underscore that is both athe-
matic and tonally ambiguous. I therefore conclude this vi-
gnette with an example that can generalize beyond the ex-
isting instances, one in which a “roving tonality” (Lehman
2018, 8, 206) central to the Hollywood idiom provides an
equal context for observing this progression’s associativ-
ity.Hans Zimmer’smusic toTheLast Samurai provides such
a passage (Appendix–7). The final battle scene depicts the
slaughter of the samurai and its protagonist leader, Kat-
sumoto, at the hands of the Imperial army. As Katsumoto
draws his last breaths (2:14:45), he gazes upon a cherry tree,
remarking, “Perfect—they are all perfect.” This moment of
insight is narratively significant: it represents a departure
from his beliefs that the perfect blossom is exceedingly
rare, and that the pursuit of such perfection is a life well
spent.

The music accompanying this battle scene contains
three F transformations of the minor-to-major variety,
and Figure 6 displays an account of their local har-
monic contexts. Only the second of these F(m) transforma-
tions unambiguously leads from a local minor tonic to a
modallymixed subdominant, thereby qualifying as a tonic-
departing Fantasy Fifth; its two flanking F(m) transforma-
tions charge their respective major triads with the other
two functional qualia—dominant and tonic, respectively—
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owing to local tonal interpretations of iv–V/III and v–I.21

Fittingly, the second presentation is the one to which the
cherry blossom shot is aligned. By sandwiching a Fan-
tasy Fifth between these alternate variants, this passage
not only demonstrates the supreme tonal flexibility of the
Far Fifth transformation in tonally mobile contexts, but it
points to the seeming importance of veridically encoun-
tered tonic departure, relative to impending or actual (albeit
fleeting) tonic arrival, to accompany a narrative encounter
with fantasy. In short, it dissociates the Fantasy Fifth from
related but non-referential progressions and narrativemo-
ments.

While this film does not invoke fantasy elements in a
generic sense,Katsumoto’smoment of enlightenment nev-
ertheless alignswith thedefinition of fantasy inductionput
forth in this vignette. Here, the traversed divide between
the worldly and the otherworldly is that between life and
death, and the attendant encounter with the wondrous is
not with an object of fantasy but with a fantastic interpre-
tation of an earthly impossibility: finding a single perfect
cherry blossom, as Katsumoto recounts earlier in the film,
is practically impossible.

21While the first F(m)’smajor triad feels progressively dominant—
V/III progresses to the relative major after an intervening chord—
the third instance ismore complex.A local vi–IV–Iprogression inE
major primes the ensuing E-major triad of its F(m) to sound tonic-
like. But the following B-minor triad leads to G major, an L trans-
formation thatwould seem to retrospectively charge theBas a local
center. If this retrospection propagates further back, the F(m) be-
gins to feel like a i–IV progression as before.

To conclude, this vignette has presented a series of
case study films in which tonal progression from a mi-
nor tonic to itsmajor subdominant triad accompanies nar-
rative encounters with fantasy. These uses have consis-
tently foregrounded the IV’s raised sixth scale degree, es-
pecially through local juxtaposition against lowered 6̂. To-
gether with narrative alignments, this raised quality has
invited embodied connections between voice leading and
tonal structure on the one hand and fantasy induction on
the other; and a functionalmultivalence at this triad can be
seen to mirror the positional indeterminacy of having ar-
rived in anewandwondrousplace—ahearingonly possible
when the minor triad of the F retains its categorical tonic-
ity. Though admittedly my reading conceives of fantasy in
a broad sense, this breadth is intentional, in the hopes that
future exploration of this fascinating corpus will discover
additional connections to this progression’s use. Existing
inventories of the related F progression leave little doubt
that there ismuch still to be exploredwith the Fantasy Fifth
in Hollywood filmmusic.
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Appendix

Entry Film Title Composer FilmTime
Point

Link to Clip if
Publicly
Available

Reduction of Relevant Fragment

1 Night at the
Museum

Alan
Silvestri

0:01:04–
0:01:23

https://tinyurl.
com/bdzhz3v7
(0:27)

Figure 3

2 How to Train
Your Dragon

John
Powell

0:00:00–
0:00:42

https://tinyurl.
com/kmcdy73b
(0:00)

3 Inkheart Javier
Navarrette

0:01:52–
0:02:03

N/A

4 The Dragon
Prince

Frederik
Wied-
mann

00:25–
00:50

https://tinyurl.
com/25e5a9b4
(0:10)

5 The Chronicles
of Narnia:
The Lion,
TheWitch and
theWardrobe

Harry
Gregson-
Williams

0:11:58–
0:12:36

https://tinyurl.
com/2p92jtwd
(0:44)

6 StarWars—
Episode IV:
A NewHope

John
Williams

0:25:37–
0:26:08

https://tinyurl.
com/4p5tbbb6
(0:31)

7 The Last
Samurai

Hans
Zimmer

2:13:58–
2:16:10

https://tinyurl.
com/m7udp3u9
(1:26)

Figure 6
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